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Paperback | $41.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Oct 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 18
144 pages
8.43" x 10.87" x 0.25"

9781604689525

The Splendid Sampler 2 (with 2 pullout pattern sheets) : Another 100 Blocks from a Community of Quilters

Pat Sloan, Jane Davidson

More than 28,000 quilters have joined the Splendid Sampler online quilt-along - and now Pat Sloan and Jane
Davidson return with 100 all-new block patterns to inspire quilters all over the world, all over again! Patchwork,
appliqued, embroidered, and foundation-pieced blocks provide plenty of opportunities to try new techniques,
while a quilt gallery offers fun ideas for arranging blocks. Quilters can share their progress online and
experience the joys of quilting with this very special community of quilters.

Paperback | $21.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Oct 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 72
112 pages
5.31" x 8.39" x 0.50"

9781604689631

Simple Reflections: A Journal for Memories and Musings

Kim Diehl

Relax, unwind, and make time in your busy day for a little reflection with beloved quilt designer Kim Diehl at
your side. Kim's gathered photographs of favorite quilts and more to share with you in this dazzling journal,
packed with visual inspiration to enjoy year-round.

Among gorgeous photos of Kim's work, you'll find plenty of space to jot notes, write memorable events, and
record inspiration wherever it may strike. Kim's included seasonal recipes too! You'll love bringing the beauty of
Kim's quilts with you wherever you go - a handy take-along size makes it easy to do. Patterns not included.

Paperback | $38.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Oct 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 36
80 pages
8.43" x 10.91" x 0.25"

9781604689532

The Best of Buttermilk Basin (with 2 pullout pattern sheets) : A Bevy of Cotton and Wool Quilted Projects

Stacy West

A smidge of vintage, a splash of folk art, a pop of color, and a pinch of patchwork - that's the recipe for creating
the coveted Buttermilk Basin style. With bits of wool, cotton, and thread, Stacy West brings 17 charming
projects to life, and they couldn't be easier to create.

With simple-to-learn wool-applique, embroidery, and quilting techniques, even beginners can adorn home and
hearth with these small quilts, pillows, penny mats, a mug rug, and other projects for seasonal decorating and
everyday living. Stacy's philosophy will resonate with busy stitchers: make it fun, get it done, and enjoy the
process!

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martinglae

Oct 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 18
80 pages
8.43" x 10.87" x 0.25"

9781604688672

Vintage Patchwork (with pullout pattern sheet) : A Dozen Small Projects from One Bundle of 10" Squares

Pam Buda

Create a dozen tiny traditional treasures with just ONE bundle of 10"-square precut fabrics! No extra fabric
needed - every last scrap is put to beautiful use. Create eight little quilts to hang on walls, display on tables, or
tuck into baskets and nestle on bookshelves; four petite pincushions will add a warm, cozy feel to even the
smallest of spaces. Perfect for gift giving too!

Handy cutting diagrams make it easy to stitch one project at a time or cut out all 12 projects at once for oodles
of quick sewing fun, while a swatch guide provides an easy way to organize and plan where to use each 10"
square. Cutting diagrams included on pullout sheet.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Nov 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 
96 pages
8.43" x 10.87" x 0.25"

9781604689600

Top-Down Shawls: 12 Lace-Knitting Patterns

Jen Lucas

Choose your own knitting adventure--shawl style! Five-time author Jen Lucas returns with a dozen lacy shawls
to knit three ways: as wedges, crescents, and half-circles. With the top-down method, you cast on just two or
three stitches and watch your shawl grow row by row. Both charted and written instructions for making each
shawl are included, so you can choose your favorite way to follow each pattern. 

Jen also inspires you to unleash the designer within by providing four templates and 18 stitch patterns to mix
and match in mesmerizing one-of-a-kind shawls. Beautiful outdoor photography features each shawl in a nature
setting and on a model, so you can accurately judge sizes and see options for wearing each shawl. From richly
textured stitches that pop to airy, romantic designs that call for a special occasion, these exquisite shawls will
capture your heart.
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Paperback | $39.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Nov 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 36
112 pages
8.43" x 10.87" x 0.25"

9781604689624

Red & White Quilts: 14 Quilts with Timeless Appeal from Today's Top Designers

That Patchwork Place

Generations of quilters have been captivated by the simple beauty of red-and-white quilts. Today's quilters are
no different. Whether it's humble patchwork or more complex designs, a quilt stitched in only red-and-white
fabrics speaks to the hearts of so many quilters.

In Red & White Quilts, 14 of our generation's top designers share their takes on red-and-white quilts, ranging
from vintage-inspired beauties to more modern styles. From patchwork to applique to English paper piecing,
designers including Lisa Bongean, Kim Diehl, Carrie Nelson, Camille Roskelley, and Jen Kingwell offer a one-
of-a-kind collection sure to inspire you to create your own legacies in red and white.

Paperback | $32.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Nov 15, 2018
Ctn Qty: 36
96 pages
8.43" x 8.39" x 0.25"

9781604689594

Pin Pals : 40 Patchwork Pinnies, Poppets, and Pincushions with Pizzazz

Carrie Nelson

Pretty. Petite. Playful. Pinnies! Inspired by a 30-day sewing challenge on Instagram, these patchwork
pincushions stitch up pronto and are perpetually addicting--no quilter can make just one. And why would you
when they're so easy to create? Simply sew, quilt, turn, and stuff!

Best-selling author Carrie Nelson packs these pinnies with personality and shares adorable ways to use and
display them as singles or in pleasing piles. You'll want to put a pin in the philosophy behind making Carrie's
delightful pincushions: to sew just for the joy of it.

Ctn Qty: 

9781604689671

Paperback | $39.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Dec 17, 2018
Ctn Qty: 20
112 pages
8.39" x 10.91" x 0.25"

9781604689778

Moda Blockheads: 48 Quilt-Along Blocks Plus Settings for Finished Quilts

That Patchwork Place

Six celebrity designers, affectionately known as the Moda Blockheads, unite to share a compendium of
stunning 6" quilt blocks. Lisa Bongean, Betsy Chutchian, Lynne Hagmeier, Jo Morton, Carrie Nelson, and Jan
Patek offer imaginative interpretations of 48 blocks, both new and classic. Each design is lovingly chosen by
the Moda Blockheads for quilters who want to be "Blockheads" too!

This varied collection ranges from traditional patchwork inspired by history to whimsical appliqued scenes from
nature. Instructions for six jaw-dropping sampler quilts allow you to showcase the beautiful blocks you make.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Dec 17, 2018
Ctn Qty: 20
80 pages
8.39" x 10.91" x 0.25"

9781604689785

Vintage Legacies: Wrap Up in 14 Ageless Quilts for Reproduction Fabrics

Carol Hopkins

Best-selling author Carol Hopkins is back with a fifth book in her "Legacies" series, revealing a big twist--big
quilts! You'll love learning how Carol uses her signature Civil War color palette in larger quilts, each more
stunning than the next.

Fourteen lap-size-and-bigger quilt patterns pay tribute to southern belles, men's work shirts from the Civil War
era, First Lady of the United States Mary Todd Lincoln, and more. Interesting tidbits about nineteenth-century
life round out this gorgeous collection that will inspire you to think big!
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Paperback | $32.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Dec 17, 2018
Ctn Qty: 72
64 pages
8.39" x 10.87" x 0.10"

9781604689846

Turnabout Patchwork: Simple Quilts with a Twist

Teresa Mairal Barreu

Start with a simple block. Slice, turn, and sew slices back together. Then watch the magic happen! It's hard to
believe such complex-looking quilts can come from such simple-to-sew blocks, but turnabout techniques
transform even the most basic blocks into showstopping quilts. In some cases slicing isn't even necessary-just
turn units as directed for unique designs!

Each chapter focuses on a single block-just follow along to sew, slice, turn, and sew again. You'll find several
design options for each block, along with a total of 24 quilt patterns, so you can make lap quilts, runners, and
more with the turnabout blocks you create.

Paperback | $41.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Jan 17, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
128 pages
8.38" x 10.85"

9781604689792

Simple Friendships II: 14 Fabulous Quilts from Blocks Stitched among Friends

Kim Diehl, Jo Morton

Start with patchwork, add a few friends, and stitch it all together with gorgeous new quilt patterns from two
beloved designers! Kim Diehl and Jo Morton first paired up for the best seller Simple Friendships; now they're
back to share more showstopping quilts that reflect each designer's signature style.

Every chapter showcases a classic quilt block; Kim and Jo each transform the block into a spectacular quilt.
Discover fresh spins on Churn Dash, Ohio Star, Flock of Geese, and more. Instructions make it easy to create
blocks on your own or as part of a group block exchange - and the sampler quilts are simply stunning

Paperback | $39.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Jan 17, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
96 pages
8.38" x 10.85"

9781604689051

Step Back in Time: Turn Reproduction Prints into Vintage-Inspired Quilts

Paula Barnes, Robinson Mary Ellen

Reproduction fabric collectors and antique quilt lovers, the much-anticipated follow-up to Tributes and
Treasures is here! Enjoy an all-new, jaw-dropping collection of patterns from the talented design team behind
Red Crinoline Quilts - you'll learn streamlined techniques for creating 13 of their vintage-inspired designs. Each
quilt is paired with a fascinating true story from the 1800s. More than 70 beautiful photos capture the style and
sentiment of this unique time in American quilting history.

Paperback | $39.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Jan 17, 2019
Ctn Qty: 18
240 pages
8.38" x 10.85"

9781604689808

The Big Book of Lap Quilts: 51 Patterns for Family-Room Favorites

That Patchwork Place

Get a whopping 51 patterns for the always-popular lap quilt--designs for everyday, seasons, holidays, and
special days abound. And at just 55 cents per pattern, you'll enjoy both inspiration and savings!

Discover quilts from outstanding designers, including:Country ThreadsKim DiehlAmy EllisSherri K. FallsJoanna
FigueroaJill FinleyLynne HagmeierKimberly JollyNancy MahoneyMe and My Sister DesignsCarrie NelsonPat
SloanCheryl WallCorey Yoderand more!

Lap quilts are the perfect size for so many occasions: cozy cuddling, creative decorating, gift giving, and more.
You'll lap up this versatile lap-quilt pattern collection--there are SO many ways to use it!

Paperback | $35.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Feb 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
64 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689839

Text It!: Quilts and Pillows with Something to Say

Sherri Noel

Take our word for it - you'll love expressing yourself with Text It quilts! Share a sentiment, stitch an inspiring
statement, or create cute and quirky messages in fabric. Use the letters, numbers, and symbols of seven
different fonts, provided on pullout pattern sheets, to create 10 quilt and pillow patterns as shown in the book.
Or personalize projects with one-of-a-kind wordplay!

Applique text with a variety of techniques, including fusible, bias-strip, and needle-turn applique, plus English
paper piecing. Mix and match lettering styles (choose from print and cursive), sizes, colors, and fabrics for
layers of creative fun. From clever catchphrases to sayings that are good for the soul, choose just the right
words to convey your thoughts in fabric.
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Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Feb 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689815

Beyond the Battlefield: 14 Scrappy Civil War Quilts

Mary Etherington, Connie Tesene

From beloved design team Country Threads comes an all-new collection of patterns inspired by quilts from the
Civil War era. Their signature make-do style comes to life in 14 designs featuring a range of sizes, including
small, simple-to-sew tributes and larger quilts featuring hundreds of scrap fabrics.

Projects are paired with period photographs and fascinating true stories of unsung heroines of the Civil War,
from women who disguised themselves as soldiers to others who became doctors, nurses, and even spies in
order to serve. Whether you're a fan of traditional designs, Civil War fabrics, or scrappy-to-the-max patterns,
these stunning quilts are sure to inspire you.

Paperback | $29.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Feb 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
64 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689822

Stitched So Sweet: Whimsical Embroidery, Patchwork, and Applique

Tracy Souza

Simple stitching is always in season! Showcase seasonal delights in quick-to-sew projects featuring sprinkles of
embroidery, patchwork, and applique. Whimsical motifs capture everyday pleasures, from springtime flowers
and buzzing bees to plump pumpkins and frosty snowmen. Charming touches such as prairie points, wool
appliqué, and big-stitch quilting give each project its pop.

Create mix-and-match pillows, framed embroideries, and needle books, or make a four-season quilt, a table
topper, and a wall hanging that can be enjoyed year-round. Perfect for decorating and gift giving!

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Mar 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689877

Pat Sloan's Celebrate the Seasons : 14 Easy Quilts and Companion Projects

Pat Sloan

Greet each season with famed designer Pat Sloan leading the way! This collection of projects is a snap to
create with Pat's encouraging "You can do it!" attitude.

Choose from 13 simple patchwork and applique projects for:Spring: grow a bouquet of scrap-happy
tulipsSummer: make a pillow in sky blues and sunny yellowsFall: harvest a fun pumpkin wall quiltWinter: get
cozy in a Nordic-style snowflake quiltEach season has something special to celebrate, and Pat's easy-to-make
projects will inspire you to welcome each one. She'll be cheering you on every step of the way!

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Mar 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689860

Strip-Pieced Bargello: Dynamic Quilts, Step by Step

Judith Steele

The bargello style is a perennial favorite of quilters worldwide. Simply sew strips of fabric together, slice them,
and arrange the strip-pieced units into mesmerizing swathes of movement and color. Even newcomers to
bargello can achieve flawless results with the easy-to-follow charts included. It's like quilting by number!

Start with just four or as many as 24 fabrics to sew a table runner, wall hanging, tote, tree skirt, and larger
quilts. Armed with Judith's tips for making bargello designs accurately and her smart methods for staying
organized, you'll be ready to make your first - or your 21st! - bargello beauty.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Mar 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
80 pages
8.38" x 10.38"

9781604689884

On a Roll: 14 Quilts that Start with 2 1/2" Strips
Moda All-Stars
Lissa Alexander

With seven best-selling books by these famed designers, the Moda All-Stars are on a roll! The All-Stars are
back with sparkling projects for irresistible Jelly Rolls--coordinating 2 1/2" strips of fabric that slash cutting time
and speed up sewing time.

Patchwork reigns in 14 quilt patterns created by favorite Moda designers, including Lisa Bongean, Betsy
Chutchian, Joanna Figueroa, Sandy Klop, and Anne Sutton. From old-style antique to fresh contemporary,
quilters will find a beautiful quilt that will inspire them to get the ball rolling!
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Calendar | $27.99
Calendar
Martingale

Jul 16, 2018
Ctn Qty: 20
52 pages
12.01" x 11.97" x 0.25"

9781604689389

2019 That Patchwork Place Quilt Calendar

That Patchwork Place

Now in its 17th year of publication, That Patchwork Place's quilt calendar has become a favorite of quilters
worldwide. Show off a love of quilting year-round and enjoy sewing along each month too: the calendar
spotlights 12 dazzling, front-page-worthy projects plus a 28-page pullout booklet that includes complete
directions for making each one.

Calendar | $32.99
Calendar
Martingale

Jul 19, 2018
Ctn Qty: 
24 pages
12.01" x 12.01" x 0.25"

9781604689488

2019 Stitches to Savor Wall Calendar - no patterns

Sue Spargo

Enjoy Sue Spargo's captivating work all year long in this spectacular wall calendar, the third in this series. At-a-
glance calendar format lets Sue's quilts shine in big, beautiful photographs that are so realistic that when you
hang the calendar, it actually looks like a quilt on the wall! Owners of the calendar will want to slow the days to
savor each amazing stitch.

Paperback | $34.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Apr 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
64 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689938

Changing Seasons: 17 Embroideries to Mix and Match

Gail Pan

Gail Pan's sweet and sentimental embroideries take on a delightful new twist--switchable, swappable
stitcheries! Small patchwork quilts include spaces to spotlight interchangeable embroidery panels, making it
easy to replace one piece for another to reflect the time of year.

Four types of projects inspired by seasons, holidays, celebrations, and the comforts of home mean there's
always a beautiful stitchery to display. In addition to small quilts and framed art, Gail includes seven
embroidered banners for all kinds of occasions that will make even ordinary days special.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Apr 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689921

Stitched from the Heart: Quilts and More to Give with Love

Kori Turner-Goodhart

Turn pretty embroidery, simple patchwork, and sweet applique details into memorable gifts that will inspire
smiles! Nine projects, from throws and wall quilts to a quick pincushion and mug rug, make it easy for you to
sew your love into the gifts you give.

Patterns for two sizes of a hand-lettered alphabet make it easy to embroider the heartfelt phrases provided or to
personalize projects with names, dates, sayings, and more. Whether you want to celebrate, inspire, empower,
or comfort, this book of charming gifts will create long-lasting memories.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

Apr 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689945

Countdown to Christmas: Quilts and More That Span the Seasons

Susan Ache

Every quilter wants to decorate with Christmas quilts during the holidays--but who wants to pack them away for
11 months of the year? Best-selling author Susan Ache returns with a dozen spectacular traditional quilts for
Christmas: a few spotlight 'tis-the-season fun and the rest can be enjoyed year-round!

Softer shades of red and green suit all seasons, whether snuggling up on the couch in December, enjoying
late-night campfires in June, or relaxing on the deck in October. Choose among exquisite quilts with traditional
roots and lighthearted quilts that capture the magic of the season. When Christmas rolls around again, any of
them can take center stage.
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Paperback | $39.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

May 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
96 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689990

Prairie Life: Patchwork, Quilts, Runners & More
Kansas Toubles Quilters
Lynne Hagmeier

Make quick quilts and love them lots - that's living the prairie life! Lynne's Layered Patchwork method eliminates
many of the pitfalls of traditional piecing, including tricky points, mismatched seams, and bulky seam
allowances. The simple technique - cutting shapes and topstitching them to a base fabric - helps quilters get to
the finish line fast. Projects hold up wonderfully wash after wash! With these gorgeous quilt, runner, and pillow
designs, quilters can infuse home and hearth with the prairie-life look. Sew projects two ways: some are made
with Layered Patchwork and some with traditional piecing.

Paperback | $37.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

May 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
80 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781604689983

Quilts of Love and Valor: Reproduction Quilts and an Authentic Civil War Love Story

Becky Wright

Inspired by the touching real-life letters of Jacob and Emeline Ritner, a husband and wife separated by the Civil
War, quilter Becky A. Wright has designed quilts to pair with the captivating stories the couple shared. Life on
the battlefield, struggles on the homefront, and love maintained through nearly four years of separation are
captured in 11 antique-style designs. Authentic excerpts from Jacob and Emeline's letters shed light on the
inspiration behind each quilt and give quilters a taste of what life was like for everyday people during the Civil
War.

Paperback | $32.99
Crafts & Hobbies
Martingale

May 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
48 pages
8.38" x 10.88"

9781683560005

Tabletop Turnabouts: 2-for-1 Small Quilts for Your Home

Jan Patek

"Turnabouts" are darling little quilts that do double duty. Drape them over items to see two delightfully different
sides! One end of each 12" x 24" quilt shows off a single block, while the opposite end features a four-block
arrangement. Simply turn the quilts this way or that to suit the scene. Jan's charming quilts feature a happy
blend of seasonal and everyday motifs to display. And the applique' Jan's carefree folk-art style embraces
imperfection, inviting quilters to just have fun -- on the double!
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